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LU students among NATS winners
Staff Writer
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On the weekend of November
2, Lawrence University hosted the

Wisconsin chapter of the National
Association of Teachers of Singing
competition.
Six Lawrentians, including junior
Lacey Jo Benter and senior Emily
Fink, won in their respective divisions.
Benter earned first in the junior
women's division for the third year
in a row, and Fink earned first in
the senior women's division and was
named the competition's outstanding female singer, a new award presented for the first time this year.
The NATS competition is held
every year, drawing students from
around the state. This year, 425
singers competed, including 66
Lawrentians, 22 of which advanced
to the finals.
There are three rounds in the
competition. Each student sings for
eight minutes in the preliminaries
and six minutes in both the semifinals and the finals. There are three

judges, all NATS members, in each
of the rounds.
In the finals all teachers are
present and score the finalists in
1-2-3 order. This year, all first-place
winners were awarded $150; Fink

have enough energy to bring life to
the music."
Leigh-Post commented on Benter,
saying that she "has been described
as a force of nature. She's a younger
talent and has been blessed with an
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Senior Emily Fink.
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Junior Lacey Jo Benter.

received an additional $100 for the
outstanding singer award. Secondplace winners received $125 and
third-place winners received $100.
"The students behaved so professionally," said Associate Professor of
Music Karen Leigh-Post, the voice
teacher for Benter and Fink. "They
really had to pace themselves and

instrument and a natural skill that
is undeniable - she has the 'wow'
factor."
Fink received second place in
her division as a sophomore and
said that because of this she wasn't
surprised to be in the final round but
also didn't expect to win.
"I didn't expect anything. I feel

great," said Fink. "I feel like having a good performance under my
belt gives me confidence. Because of
my performance I know that I can
sing in my full voice, and that feels
good."
But Fink's modesty may be misleading. One judge commented that
"she sang like a world star."
Said Leigh-Post, "She had some
really gorgeous moments and you
forgot she was a student. Emily's
singing transported an audience of
more than 30 voice teachers from
the role of critical listeners to that
of a rapt audience."
Though Fink graduates this year,
there seem to be several other singers ready to carry on Lawrence's
reputation in the NATS competition. Other Lawrence students who
earned first place include Katy Harth
in the freshman women's division,
Katherine Meckel in the women's
lower-college musical theatre division, sophomore Nicholas Benson
in the men's lower-college musical
theatre division, and senior Ashley
Koralewski in the women's uppercollege musical theatre division.

·International Education Week at Lawrence
Katy Hillbo
Staff Writer
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Where is the most exotic place
you've ever been? For many of us
at Lawrence, the answer is probably
something like "Milwaukee."
There's certainly no shame in
that, but it shows why international
programs are such great opportunities for Lawrentians, especially
those who have never traveled outside of their home countries. This
last week, Lawrence has celebrated
International Education Week by
providing programs to help students
learn about studying abroad and
about the experiences of international students at Lawrence.
International Education week
runs November 12-18 and is a nationwide event that was developed by
Secretary of Education Richard Riley
and the State Department in order
to "recognize the value of gaining a
broad understanding of the cultures,
languages and governments of other
nations."
Lawrence is taking part in this
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tually and academically." Although
much can be gained from traditional
academic study, Zuege feels that
"research in books isn't necessarily
the best way to learn" all of the time.
Zuege is a Lawrence graduate herself, and went to the London Centre
in her junior year of school.
She said, quite earnestly, that
"it changed my life." As a person
who had grown up in the area and
had "never been on a plane that my
uncle wasn't flying" before her trip
across the pond, experiencing parts
of London's urban culture - like
riding on the tube and the London
Underground - was daunting, but
made her a more independent person.
She said proudly, "At the end
of the term, I went to Prague by
myself," a bold move that her newfound independence helped her to
make. An international education
also offers something unique to put
on your resume.
Zuege said she feels that due
to the "increasingly global market,"
study abroad is attractive to many

companies. Studying abroad "sets
your resume; apart; it demonstrates
independence and shows that you
are a well-rounded person," Zuege
said.
·
Studying abroad may give you
an edge over another applicant in
the job market, as well as giving you
skills and knowledge that could be
useful in your career.
One of the most important things
about international study is that
it helps us to see the world more
dearly and to see our place within it.
For Zuege, "[Studying abroad) made
me see myself in a larger context. I
don't think I really understood what
it means to be an American until I
studied abroad. ... It helped me to
see myself as a global citizen."
So if you are interested in broadening your scope of travel beyond the
U.S. or you would like to hear about
international students' experiences
here, International Education Week
is a great way to get information
from people who have knowledge
and experience of study abroad.

St. Paul-based theater company performs "Help Wanted"
Alicia Bones

Partly cloudy Saturday
and Sunday.

event by holding programs throughout the week.
Associate Professor of French
Lifongo Vetinde gave a presentation on study-abroad programs in
Tanzania and Botswana Tuesday,
Nov. 13.
From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday
there were open advising appointments for students interested in
studying abroad. There was also
open advising Friday at the same
times. Students are welcome to make
advising appointments with Laura
Zuege, the off-campus programs
advisor, throughout the year.
Thursday there were presentations by international students from
India, Brazil and Bulgaria and by
students who have studied abroad
in London, China and Costa Rica. As
many of the students who have studied abroad have found, an international education offers much more
than just schooling and a change of
scenery.
Zuege believes that international
education programs allow "students
[to) grow socially, personally, intellec-

"Es la misma historia," ("It's the
same story" in English), was the
opening and dosing line of Teatro
Del Pueblo Theater Company's play
"Help Wanted," presented last Friday
in Cloak Theatre. The play, which
dealt with illegal immigration, was
well described by this opening line,
both because illegal immigration is
a long unsolved problem and the
storyline was one the audience had
heard before.
"Help Wanted," by Virginia
McFarland, tells the story of two sisters who illegally cross the Mexican
border to find work in Minnesota.
They begin working at a hotel for a
boss who treats them badly because
he knows they are illegal. Eventually
they join a union to protect immigrant rights and their boss reports

them to the INS. They are taken to
jail where they remain until a lawyer
comes to their defense. The play
ends with three possible scenarios
for the women's fate in the U.S. deportation, work in a meatpacking
plant, or marriage to a citizen. The
audience votes on the outcome.
The play included lines such as,
"Immigration is the sincerest form
of flattery," and a flower-petal-picking line "Deport me, deport me not."
The humorous-verging-on-inconsequential tone of much of the dialogue lessened the effectiveness of
this serious message.
Another problem was that the
women's boss at the hotel wore a
plain, white mask whenever he was
onstage. By not giving this boss
an individual identity, this reversed
"blackface" could be interpreted as
a statement that the entire white
American population treats immi-

grants as badly as this boss did.
Overall, the play was so inconsistent and made so much of stereotypes of people and events that
it bored the audience by being "la
misma historia." Random singing,
events like the hotel boss offering
the sisters pizza to not join the
union, and the almost "oh well"
attitude of the actresses playing the
sisters made Uris show seem more
appropriate for children than for
the college audience to whom it was
geared.
On a positive note, the play
inspired a thoughtful discussion
between the actors and the audience after the show. Lawrence students brought up real issues in the
immigration debate and enlightened others to new aspects about
immigration. Also, the actors and
the audience told real stories about
immigrants trying to make a living

in the U.S.
St. Paul-based Teatro Del
Pueblo's mission is "to promote cultural pride in the Latino community,
to develop and support Latino talent,
to educate the community at large
about Latino culture, and to promote
cultural diversity in the arts." The
group, which started in 1992 and
has expanded to serve the greater
Minnesota area, also performs a children's show about the life of Cesar
Chavez and other productions.
The show was sponsored by the
on-campus group Viva! Whose mission, according to its website, is
"to expand awareness of Hispanic
Culture reaching members both
within the Lawrence Campus and
the greater community." Teatro del
Pueblo will present its next show
"Vision-es" in St. Paul. Their website
is www.teatrodelpueblo.org.
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Four thousand miles across the sea
Strikes sweep
the nation
Meghan McCallum
Staff Writer

If there's one thing I've learned
about the French, it's that they know
what they want and they aren't
afraid to fight for it. Over the past
few weeks, I've come to realize that
there's a very specific strategy for a
group to get a message across: the
strike. There have been a few strikes
in France lately, and I'm talking big
strikes that affect everyone, even the
unsuspecting American exchange
students.
Not including the recent strikes
in France, I remember one strike
actually affecting my life. It was a
teachers' strike when I was in maybe
sixth grade, and I got a couple weeks
off school. That was in Canada

though, and we all know they're
crazy. Besides those two weeks when
my parents made me "teach myself"
for a few hours each day, I have
never really noticed strikes and their
effect on the general public.
So what kind of strike am I
making such a fuss about, you ask?
Well, first there was the SNCF strike,
with which employees hoped to
protect specific retirement options.
SNCF is the French National Railway
Company, so when there's an SNCF
strike it means that none of the
trains function on their regular
schedules. The Nantes tram system
still ran, but all of the trains going
to other cities were blocked.
The strangest thing, I thought,
was that SNCF announced their
strike well in advance. As long as a
month beforehand, my host family
had warned me against buying train
tickets for that specific day because
they knew about the strike. I happened to forget these warnings and

Scientist of the Week:

bought tickets to visit some friends
in Poitiers, so I paid for my bad
choice later when I had to reschedule and buy a bus ticket. Throughout
the day, SNCF workers could be
seen marching through the streets
of Nantes, chanting and handing
out flyers.
The next big strike I encountered
started last week at the Universite
de Nantes. When I arrived on campus Wednesday morning, I saw a
huge sign attached to the side of a
building that said, "Student Strike.
General Assembly, Amphitheater C,
10:00 Wednesday." My class that
morning happened to be at 10:00
in Amphitheater C, so I was in luck.
Instead of sitting down to a twohour psychology lecture, I entered
Amphitheater C to see tons of students, some smoking their cigarettes
inside, gathering to discuss their
strike.
The strike happened to affect my
other class that day as well. When I

Alex Cohen·

by Caitlin Williamson
-What do the immune system
and marijUana and have in common? Lots, according to senior
biology major Alex CoQen.
Working in an independent
_- slUdYA\ljth Associate Professor
•·ol Chemistry David Hall, Cohen
is currently researching the relationship between the immune system and a particular class of
chemicals found in marijuana.
:The marijuana chemicals Cohen focuses on are called cannabinoids. Interestingly, Cannabinoids also apparently occur
naturally in the human body. Cohen's research pertains to the
way the immune system responds to these cannabinoids.
According to Cohen, the discovery of this class of chemica]s is relatively recent.
"What's really interesting about this is that endocannabinoids [those produced by the human body) were discovered
less than 20 years ago," Cohen said. "No one had any idea that
they existed, and now we found out they exist, and they're
apparently really important.•
"A growing body of evidence indicates that endocannabinoids are involved in almost every major biologica] process
Photo by Joy Manweiler
that occurs in tlie body," Cohen said. "I'm really interested in
their involvement in the regulation of [the] immune response."
Cohen has selected one specific cell type involved in the immune response for his cannabinoid research.
"I am looking at the effects of cannabinoids on the production of reactive oxygen species in macrophages - a
type of white blood cell," Cohen said.
Also currently working in the field of cannabinoid research are a number of drug companies who are developing more effective memory-enhancing drugs, appetite-enhancing drugs, and pain medication.
Cohen heard about cannabinoids from a lecture he attended at the Medica] College of Wisconsin during an
internship two summers ago. Cohen was a part of the Summer Program for Undergraduate Research at MCW,
which is in Milwaukee.
"I remember I went to a lecture on endocannabinoid research that this professor was doing, and it just
sounded interesting - it really fascinated me," Cohen said.
After returning to Lawrence, Cohen decided he wanted to learn more about cannabinoids. That was when
he turned to Hall.
"Professor Hall has a bit of a background in immunology, and we decided to take our interests and put them
together - and we got this," Cohen said.
Cohen's lab work consists of drawing blood provided from student donors and extracting white blood cells.
He then treats the white blood cells with cannabinoids to see if the cannabinoids have any effect on the production of reactive oxygen species.
After he graduates, Cohen plans on going to either graduate or medica] school, although he is not sure if he
wants to continue studying cannabinoids.
"I see myself with a career in research, but there isn't much funding for endocannabinoid research right
now," Cohen said. "Although, cannabinoids are a very hot topic in biochemica] research, so maybe I could find
myself doing something else with them."

approached the classroom where I
usually have an afternoon literature
course, I found every door in the
building blocked with piles of tables
and chairs, with students milling
about and generally not learning.
With more looking around, I saw
spray paint and signs everywhere:
on the ground, on sides of buildings-·
any spot that would catch the eye of
passerby.
Within the past week, students
at 16 different French universities
have been on strike, blocking the
classrooms to prevent students from
learning and professors from teaching. The students' general slogan in
the strike is that "The University is
not for sale!"
The French government has a
plan in mind to make French universities more autonomous, which
unfortunately for students would
make them less affordable and more
competitive concerning admissions.
While similar to the university sys-

tern in the U.S., this new plan would
be drastic for the French, who currently enjoy their university education for a very small fee and who
face no admissions offices - only
a test at the end of high school
that permits them to continue their
schooling.
So while French university students are fighting to protect their
school system, I have been spending
less time in the classroom. Us JES
students are urged to not participate
in the student demonstrations, and
while I agree with what the French
students are fighting for I guess I
don't really want to get caught up
in politics that I'm not 100 percent
informed about. I am glad, though,
that the students know how lucky
they are to not have to pay $40,000
a year to go to school. That's something worth striking for.
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Tim Troy, Assoc. Prof. of Theatre Arts and J. Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Prof. of Theatre and Drama
Kayla Wilson
Associate News Editor

Despite all of our complaining,
most of us actually love Lawrence.
Professor Tim Troy, however, loves
Lawrence so much that 12 years
after graduating, he came back
to teach. In 1997, Professor Troy
returned to Lawrence, filling a new
position in the theater department,
which seeks to "integrate the college
and the conservatory."
From. an early age, Troy had an
interest in the theater, or at least
in performing. The youngest of six
children, he allegedly enjoyed performing for his older siblings.
"I don't remember any of these,"
he claimed.
While in high school, he started
out playing sports mostly, but as the
years went on the "sports to theater
proportion switched." During his
junior year of high school he was
an exchange student in Australia,
where he lied about this age and
participated in a summer fine arts
program.
"I was with adults doing real
theater," he explained. "I was just
soaking it up. I loved it, and at 16
I decided this was what I wanted to
do." While at Lawrence he was a history major and did theater activities
on the side.
Aburgeoning playwright, he had
an epiphany: "When I was 21, there
was a little voice that said, 'You
aren't going to have anything to
say until you're 40."' He put down
the pen and shifted his focus to

directing.
The summer of his 40th year,
however, he did have a play produced. Since then, he is once again
shifting his focus, this time with
more emphasis on professional
playwriting.
A longtime lover of great writing
and great literature, he described his
special affinity for plays this way: "I
like that plays are short, compact,
dense and effective. You reflect all
the disciplines in every play."
When asked to "pick his favorite
child," Professor Troy picked three:
two professional ("Betrayal," by
Harold Pinter, and the opera "Elixir
of Love") and one at Lawrence ("Our
Country's Good").
Professor Troy has gained notoriety around campus after a film
he contributed to was the 2005
Academy Award winner for best
documentary short. Produced by a
fellow Lawrence grad, Eric Simonson,
"On a Note of Triumph: The Golden
Age of Norman Corwin" also featured Robert Altman and Walter
Cronkite.
"It was fun. It was kinda cool,
and we won," he .said of the experience. Yes, he did get to brush elbows
with celebrities, and actually stepped
on Reese Witherspoon's dress at the
Vanity Fair party.
In his spare time, away from
all the excitement, Professor Troy
works out regularly. "It helps keep
my mood level," he said, "I actually
do work while I'm exercising." He
enjoys mountain biking in the summer and loves being off road.

He watches "The Sopranos"
and "Six Feet Under," and is a self
described "news junkie" and "public
radio junkie."
While in Dublin in the fall of
2005, Troy was exposed to many
contemporary Irish novelists, and
recently read A Long, Long Way by

Sebastian Berry and Star of the Sea
by Joseph O'Connor. He also read A
Tale of Two Cities for the first time
and "loved it."
His musical favorites include Bob
Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, Frederick
Delius, Coltrane, and Puccini. His
guilty pleasure? Burt Bacharach.

In a surprising revelation,
Professor Troy is also a "car slut." "I
lust after nice cars," he said, "When
my wife sees me do a double-take,
she knows its not a 20-year-old, it's
a peculiar vehicle." The "blissfully
married" Professor Troy drives a
Honda.

Photo by Lindsay Hayward
Front: Eric Ohlrogge. Professor Tim Tray. Kim Stabile Back Cart Davis. Joy Manweiler read the play "The Learned Ladies· by Moliere.
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Viewpoint
Facing the possibly impossible in Pakistan

J.B. Sivanich
Co lumnist

By all accounts the situation in
Pakistan is a mess that is amplified
by Pakistan's geographical position
- it's situated next to Afghanistan
and Iran - and its possession of
nuclear weapons.
In the past month, hundreds
have died due to political violence
and Islamic terrorism. General
Pervez Musharraf, who also acts as
President, has declared a "State of
Emergency," suspending the constitution and detaining over 2,000
dissenters. This move is a greedy
power play - which is not surprising, since Musharraf first came to
power through a bloodless coup
- designed as a last-ditch effort
for Musharraf to remain in power.
Ever since March, when he unconstitutionally jailed an independent, pro-democracy jurist, Iftikhar
Muhammad Chaudhry, Musharraf's
approval rating has been falling and
his control of the country dwindling.
This series of events cannot be
accepted, and pressure must be on
Musharraf to reinstate the constitution, re-establish freedom of speech
and follow through with his promise

Hippo City

James Eric Prichard
Columnist

Comics Corner
I've been seeing signs around
campus for The Lawrentian.
Evidently the paper is moving to
a format with more pages and
students are welcome to contribute
content such as articles, editorials,
or cartoons. I have nothing against
articles or editorials, but I disagree
with the paper's attempt to house

to hold free elections within the
next 90 days. To certain extent,
President Bush and Secretary of
State Rice, who hinted at withholding aid before ultimately calling the
action unlikely, are doing this. They
claim that they cannot afford to
withhold aid from Pakistan, whether
it is controlled by Musharraf in a
dictatorial state or not, because it
would hamper the Pakistani military
in its attempts to eradicate al-Qaeda
and other Islamic militants.
President Bush counts General
Musharraf as a key ally in the "War
on Terror," and though it is a great
luxury to have a partner in the
region willing to commit his troops
to what many see as mainly an
American problem, one must take a
closer look at Musharraf's ability to
fight al-Qaeda and the Taliban.
In 2006, Musharraf agreed to a
cease-fire with militants and extremists in the more mountainous tribal regions, which has led to what
the latest U.S. National Intelligence
Estimate describ~d as a re-strengthening of al-Qaeda in Pakistan. He has
released Taliban militants, including
Mullah Obaidullah Akhund who is
the highest-ranking Taliban official
that Pakistan has ever caught, in
a prisoner swap with an infamous
tribal warlord and known Taliban
supporter, Beitullah Mehsud, for 250
captured government troops. His ·
approval rating (38 percent) has fallen below Osama Bin Laden's (46 percent) among Pakistanis, which has
further diminished his effectiveness.
Many observers say that recently
Musharraf has concentrated much
harder on squashing out opposition
and tightening his control than on
combating militants.
President Bush, a strong advo. cate of spreading democracy, has
said little in response to Musharraf's
latest anti-democratic measures -

jailing protestors and shutting down
independent media outlets - which
is a sharp contrast from his criticism
of the crackdown of Myanmar dissidents last month.
Bush has called on Musharraf to
reinstate the constitution and hold
popular elections, but more needs to
be done, and if that means threatening to withhold aid, so be it. Popular
elections provide the best hope for
Pakistan, and a stable Pakistan provides the best hope for American
success against al-Qaeda.
Some Western commentators
fear that a Pakistan democracy would
be taken over by Islamic extremists
in a way similar to how Hamas, a
radical Islamic group, took control
of the Palestinian government in
January of 2006. This is unfounded.
The biggest political party in
Pakistan is Pakistan Peoples Party
(PPP), whose leader is former-Prime
Minister, Benazir Bhutto, who has
just returned to Pakistan after
spending eight years in exile.
At first glance, Bhutto appears
to be a strikingly better alternative
to Musharraf: she is pro-Western
- English is her first language and
she graduated from Harvard and
Oxford - and has stated desires to
move Pakistan closer to democracy
with better rights for minorities. On
a closer look, however, Bhutto seems
to be more of the same. Her Pakistan
was on par with Musharraf's in terms
of human rights violations, and corruption. She failed to pass a single
piece of legislation in her first 20month stint as Prime Minister. Her
husband.was charged with complicity in the· murder of Bhutto's brother
who tried to overthrow her, and she
is Iias b elf involved in multiple corruption cases.
Ms. Bhutto still carries popular
support - her approval rating is at
63 percent, and is most likely rising

an original comic.
It would be morally wrong for
The Lawrentian to print such a
comic because to do so would perpetuate the rampant egocentrism
that already drives the publication.
Lawrence University promotes the
understanding of alternative worldviews and opinions to a laudable
extent. The diversity and foreign
language requirements, as well as
some of the works on the Freshman
Studies list, draw many students
away from their Eurocentric habits and enable them to interpret
life more globally. The Lawrentian,
however, remains a bastion of selfcenteredness, solely focusing on
Lawrence. Flip through the pages
and you will see that every item is
about Lawrence and written from
an insider's point of view. This
paper is as open-minded as a textbook written by Joseph McCarthy
and only cares about the people
with whom its editors directly
interact. An original comic, written
from a Lawrentian's perspective
and doubtlessly "relevant," would
only perpetuate the problem.
An original comic would also

be aesthetically faulty. Drawing is
difficult, and as most Web comics
attest, people who think they can
draw usually can't. I've spent a lot
of time at Wriston, and Lawrentians
are no exception to the rule. I don't
want to see the crude depictions
that an original comic would doubtlessly offer.
A new comic would also be
a waste of resources. Why do we
need to pay a student to draw a
horrible cartoon when we can just
use pre-existing comic strips? I
know that most cartoonists make
you pay a syndication fee, but our
school is small enough so that they
probably wouldn't find out. We
could just scan a strip out of the
Chicago Tribune and put it in our
paper, free of charge.
Besides, those cartoons are terrific! Just the other day I was reading MGarfield, • and boy, is that Jim
Davis a great cartoonist or what?
He's over 60 years old and still
cranking out the hits. It's amazing that a cartoon about a cat
who loves to eat could have such
longevity and still be innovative.
MGarfield" is probably my favorite

due to her defiance of Musharraf
- and her PPP is the most widely supported political party in
Pakistan. Under current Pakistani
law, Bhutto would be unable to run
for Prime Minister since she has
already exceeded the two-term limit,
however the law would be bent or
possibly nullified to allow her to
participate. Despite this, however,
Ms. Bhutto will have to play a strong
part in returning Pakistan to democracy and will be instrumental in
upcoming events as she is seen as_
Musharraf's direct opponent.
The biggest problem with popular elections is their legitimacy.
Pakistanis have little faith in their
election process and for ample reason. Many members of the Pakistan
Muslim League, which is led by former Prime Minister, Nawaz Shariff
- who succeeded Bhutto and was
overthrown by Musharraf - have
already said they will boycott the
elections to be held in January. Ms.
Bhutto has threatened to do the
same.
Musharraf remains the central
concern for now though, as a military dictator who has never been
popularly elected. Musharraf needs
either to give up his role as the
head of the military and run for
popular election - Pakistani law
disallows members of the military
to be involved with politics - or
to exit the Pakistani political scene
altogether. The latter would be the
better.
Though Ms. Bhutto has an appalling record, she serves as the best
means for transition - assuming
that she would win a popular election - until a new wave of leaders
arrive. A return to democracy is the
best option for the American fight
against al-Qaeda, but more impor- ·
tantly for the future of Pakist.an.
comic, right ahead of MMarmaduke"
and MHeathcliff. • (Can you tell that
I love animals?) It would be pointless to have a dumb student-drawn
cartoon (apply the adjective twice)
when we could have "Garfield."
Or, if you don't like cats, what
about "Family Circus"? Bill Cosby
wasn't joking, kids really do say the
damdest things. Whether Ida Know
is running around in a dotted line
or Billy is drawing a cartoon for his
dad, the stock gags employed by Bil
Keane never fail to amuse me.
Some of my peers, of course,
find these comics too old-fashioned, but luckily there is the
hilarious "Dilbert," who shows just
how illogical the realm of business can be. And the main animal
in the strip is a sarcastic pet, just
like in "Garfield"! There are also
many zany cartoons out there such
as "Get Fuzzy" or "Pearls Before
Swine," in which animals are not
only cute, but also violent, and will
do hilariously random things.
It's a sad state of affairs when
the most unique comic strips in the
paper are "Peanuts" re-runs and
"Mallard Fillmore.•
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Nice Guys Should
Finish First
There's this guy who treats me
like a queen, is super nice, and just
an all around amazing guy - yet
I find myself more into this other
guy who is an absolute jerk. What's
wrong with me?
-Susie Likesajerk
A lot is wrong with you, actually - get your life together. People
at our age tend to be intrigued
or attracted to people that display
harsh or jerk-like behavior towards
them or others. You, for example,
are finding yourself less into the
guy who treats you well and really
likes you, but are more attracted
to the jerk that doesn't show any
strong feelings for you. Because of
this guy's lack of care for you, you
feel an urge to make him want you.
Having such thoughts as, "His lack of
emotion is oh so sexy," is absolutely
nonsensical and unfair to you.
Advice on this subject is difficult because in order to fix this
unhealthy need for liking a tool,
some introspection is necessary. In
other words, think rationally and
realize that the nice guy, or Sweetie
McCheeserson, may be a hopeless
romantic - but you would have a
much more fulfilling relationship
with ~ ,as opposed to Pompous
McGee.
Now don't get me wrong here,
feistiness in the opposite sex is
a tum-on and it is good to have
comfort displaying sarcasm to your
partner, but there's fine line between
being playfully sarcastic and, pardon
my French, an asshole.
It may be difficult to do, but you
could try teaching the nice guy to be
more facetious and cocky. Introduce
him to comedians like Jerry Seinfeld,
who is cynical about women but
still a sweet guy. Or buy him a book
titled "Nice Guys Can Finish First:
Just Hide Your Emotions Until I
Show Mine."
And no, that was not a serious
piece of advice. Yes, the nice guy
should refrain from saying how in
love with you he is on the second
date and should let you be your
own person. But if he gives nice
compliments when you are out to
dinner such as, "You look gorgeous
tonight," or "You are the sexiest
woman I have ever laid eyes on,"
don't be afraid to revel in the fact
that he thinks you are wonderful
and desirable.
·
Let me ask you a question, Miss
Likesajerk: imagine it's your one-year
anniversary. Who would you rather
have as your boyfriend? The nice
guy, who makes you dinner, picks
out the spidest bouquet of flowers,
writes you a song, and basically just
does everything he can to make your
day spedal? OR a boyfriend who
forgets the dinner date you planned,
because he was too busy having his
real one-year anniversary with Halo
3 (for the record, Halo is amazing)?
All in all, the main message I
want you to take away from this is
that you ~hould do your best to not
let he iHce guy finish last, because
on any gi r ·'ar, well, maybe except
for the Super Howl, he will do his
darndest to put you first.
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Leave no footprint behind
' Everyone's talking about global warming, depletion of natural
resources, and how we could all do our parts to conserve. Global warming may or may not be the issue, but it is certain that over-consumption is. Thinking seriously about consumption levels can be alarming.
According to a recent story on -NPR's Marketplace, if every citizen of
the world lived as the average American does, it would take six planet
Earths to support us. The average child in a developed nation consumes
30 times more than that of a child in a developing nation.
Despite the fact that we're in college and live in communal housing,
walk most places, and buy fewer groceries, as well as do less shopping
in general, we still have significant ecological footprints. It is easy to
become a passive consumer, buying individually packaged products
and keeping our computers running, mobile phones charging, and
lights on. These simple daily activities are easy to dismiss, however we
must recognize that they have a considerable cumulative impact on the
environment.
We at The Lawrentian understand that you've heard this before,
and that it is easy to forget about personal accountability; nevertheless, we exhort all of us to be conscientious about our consumption. By
remaining passive, we are accepting the inevitable destruction of our
environment. As Paul Hawken urged in his recent Convocation, "What
we need to do is fall in love with the world we live in."

''What are you looking
forward to most about
ThanksgivingP"

tion for the new campus center,
Lawrence University is taking a
major step backwards. Personally,
I believe The Lawrentian should
be a one-page bi-weekly leaflet.
That would provide ample space
for any important news, as well as
lessen the strain on our blessed
planet.
However, another part of me
is morbidly curious
about what The
Lawrentian staff
will whip up to
fill the new pages.
"Drug dealer of the
week"? That would
be fantastic; I could
use the information,
especially
as 10th week draws doser. "10
Ways to Seduce a Female Lawrence
Student"? Ahalf-assed compliment
usually works for me, but I am
a proponent of variety. "How to
Identify a Conservatory Student"?
If the instrument case is absent,
look for the confident strut or
signs of headache - sometimes
the genius is just too much to
bear.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Yesterday I saw an alarming
flyer plastered haphazardly to a
wall in Kohler Hall, where I am currently stationed doing research on
"substance-free" society. The flyer,
seemingly hand-written, explained
that The Lawrentian is going to be
expanded and improved, though
still unread by students. It heralded the arrival of a 12-page newspaper, instead of an
eight-page soapbox for James Eric
Prichard and J.B.
Sivanich.
Despite the
incessant talk
about saving and
protecting Mother
Earth, the media
conglomerates on campus have
made the astounding decision to
use more paper, kill more trees,
and offend more student groups.
As I write, it is 50 degrees outside. Global warming has taken
my brisk November air away and
the greedy staff of The Lawrentian
is about to add insult to injury by
publishing more so-boring-theyhave-to-be-a-joke stories' They are
putting weapons into the hands of
the enemy.
After gaining LEED certifica-
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-Zach Monteith
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"Memorizing ancient Greek
declensions, of course."
-Dave Lofstrom

EDITORIAL POLICY:

Editorial policy is determined by the editor. Any opinions which appear unsigned
are those of the majority of
The Lawrentian's editorial
board.
Letters to the editor are
welcome and encouraged. The
editor reserves the right to edit
for style and space. Letters
must be e-mailed to:
lawrenti.an@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be text attachments.

"WHITE TO MOVE AND MATE IN TIIB.EE

- All submissions to the editorials page must be turned
in to The Lawrentian no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publication.
- All submissions to the
editorials page must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.

-Sage Hall Staff

Photo poll by Sarah Page

- The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency,
and grammar.
·- Letters to the editor
should not be more than 350
words, and will be edited for

clarity, decency, and grammar.

Hint Black will only be able to move the knights.

The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the
students. faculty, and community members who submitted
them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lowrention
does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff edi,torial. which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
J9f.t.rention welcomE=s. everyone to submit,their own opinions
~{iJj
using toe·;paramE="tE=[S outlined .in 1:_Qe ,' r:nasthead.

- Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.
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Jazz Weekend a sweet success
Sonia Emmons

StaffWriter

"This room is awesome,"
Branford Marsalis proclaimed when
the curtain opened to a sold-out
crowd at the PAC November 10. That
evening, the hall was filled with jazz
played by the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble, followed by the
distinguished Branford Marsalis
Quartet.
The concert was a triumphant
close io Jazz Celebration Weekend
2007, which began Friday, Nov. 9
with a: concert featuring Patricia
Barber in the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel.
To begin the Friday evening
concert, the talented Lawrence
University J~zz Singers took the chapel stage under the direction of Lee
Tomboulian. A number of students
shone in their solos, scat'ting to the
stars in songs such as "Sandu."
Barber and her quartet emerged
into a darkened hall, which gave
listeners the feeling of being in a
nightclub, albeit one with cushioned
seats and no smoke.
While all four players looked
suave in black, Barber's shoeless
feet were at times distracting. Yet
even when perched up on the piano
bench, they didn't hinder her rich
voice or smooth piano playing.
Adding to Barber's piano and
vocals were Neal Alger on guitar,
Michael Arnapol playing bass, and
Eric Montzka on drums. They jumped
right into a song without words
whose highlight was the cowbell's
sharp dang.
Throughout the concert, Barber's

voice doubled the melody in her bonist Ken Wiele remarked, "It was son out of the house, appropriately
right hand, while the quartet sup- cool to hear old-school musicians titled "And Then He Was Gone."
ported her with a stream of steady, playing modern jazz."
An unexpected delight was Henry
energized sound. They played a satThe Branford Marsalis Quartet Purcell's "Oh Solitude," for which
isfying song entitled "Hunger" from is comprised of Marsalis on alto and Marsalis provided the informative
her newest album, "Mythologies," in tenor saxophones, Joey Calderazzo commentary, saying, "It was written
which the words "never ever enough on piano, Eric Reevis on bass, and in 16-something." He stressed that
to eat" spun and
somersaulted
atop a winding
tune played in
unison by the
four instruments.
Throughout
the
concert,
Barber communicated with her
quartet - and
the audience through conspicuous hand gestures
and shouts of
"Oh!" and "Shit!"
when she struck a
wrong note.
According
to the program
notes, "Barber's
gone academic"
- just in time
for her Lawrence
debut.
Saturday
evening's concert
was an enjoyable
Photo by Raad Fadaak
blend of old and Branford Marsalis and his quartet performed six songs at the PAC as part of Jazz Celebration Weekend 2007.
new. As Branford Marsalis acknowledged before the encore, "Yeah,
we're getting older. And it's kind
of cool."
A view from the balcony showed
a fair amount of white hair in the
audience, yet cool was definitely
present at the PAC. As LUJE trom-

Artist Spotlight:

Jeff "Tain" Watts on drums. The
group played six songs, ranging from
an ode to Reevis' dog, entitled "JJ
Was His Name," to Thelonius Monk's
tune "Rhythm-a-ning," to a song by
Branford's famous brother Wynton
called "Free to Be," to a song written
by Watts in honor of throwing his

Nick Olson

by Pat Brooks
The particular type of photography senior Nick Olson
practices, known as wet plate, is off the beaten path. "It's a
historical process invented [in) 1851 by Frederick Scott Archer
- I use glass, tin, or stained glass, and take that medium and
' make photographs with it," said Olson. The result is a piece of
glass or tin with the picture actually on it. "I like wet plate photography because you are creating a unique object that can't be
reproduced. It's an object in itself.
·
It has a unique quality, and a more
hands-on look," he said.
Olson got involved with photography while at Lawrence. "I
started doing oil painting, drawing and sculpture in high school.
I had never done any serious art
photography. I decided, 'what the
hell, I'll take this photo class from
[art professors) Julie [Lindemann) and Johnny [Shimon) - they
seem like interesting people,"' he said.
H:aving found his photographic niche, Olson reflected on
the process of taking a wet plate picture and its influence
over the final product. "Photography now is so instantaneous,
people just go out and snap a picture instantly. Taking a wet
plate picture is an involved process. Including set up and load- .___............._....,
ing, a single picture can take half an hour," he said.
Photo by Ben Doherty
One of bis recent projects involved a set of negatives from
the turn of the century that he discovered by chance in a relative's basement. They depicted his ancestors from
rural West Virginia, living on land that Olson's family still owns. He returned to the property to re-photograph
the area and the people from there in a piece called "Hillbilly Heritage."·
This last .summer, Olson had an opportunity to intern with John Coffer, who, after rediscovering the process, is considered to be the "father of the wet plate renaissance." Olson went to one of his workshops, and
eventually started to work with him. "I was his assistant over the summer, helping him teach his students
and maintain the farm he lives on," he said. The workshop where Olson worked is completely removed from
the modern world. lacking all common amenities like electricity and heating, and he spent the entire summer
sleeping in a <:anvas tent.
The rustic experience shaped Olson's artistic direction. "I liked the slow pace of life," he said. "I thought it
would be hard to adjust to living like that, but it was actually harder to readjust when I returned home."
Spurred by this inspiration, his latest project is a critique of the modem way of life, particularly tourism.
"In the 1860s, a wet plate photographer moved to the Wisconsin Dells and started photographing the landscape.
The Wisconsin River goes through the town and there are all these ancient rock formations," he said. "He used
the wet plate process to photograph this beautiful scenery as a way of advertising the place, encouraging people
to move there. It worked, and over time it has turned into an ugly place full of water parks and casinos - no
one goes there to see the landscape." Olson plans to take pictures of the modern development there now, to
bring the change out in relief.
You can catch a glimpse of Olson's work at the senior show during spring term, in which he will be showing
tintypes (a type of wet plate), and also at a solo show in the Mudd in the spring.

they were not playing an arrangement; besides the solos, he had simply printed the music and handed it
to the quartet.
The piece was a rich blend of
old and new: 17th-century Baroque
music played by the saxophone, an
instrument developed in the mid-

19th century.
For many audience members, the
highlight of the concert was the
opening performance by LU]E. The
group played two pieces written by
Director Fred Sturm, who introduced
himself as a man "sinking desperately into old geezerhood."
Both
"Praising
Khangai"
and "Capoieristas" are part of
"Migrations," a 23-section work
influenced by world music and
written for legendary jazz vocalist
Bobby Mcferrin. "Praising Khangai"
was inspired by a Mongolian praise
song and featured Professor Janet
Anthony on the cello. During one
striking section, the cello played the
opening measures of Bach's "First
Cello Suite" amidst the sweet jazz
sounds:
In "Capoieristas," a song which
gets its name.from a type of Brazilian
martial arts ·born out of the slave
trade, the group featured Lecturer in
Music Tom Washatka on tenor saxophone· and· Professor Dane Richeson
playing a·Brazilian percussion instrument called a berimbau.
Seeing· the single-string, wooden
berimbau next to the shiny metal
saxophone provided another image
of the old versus the new.
Wiele particularly liked "the
quiet energy" of "Praising Khangai,"
and he enjoyed the experience of
playing with Anthony and Washatka.
"Tom was burnin'," he said. "That
really got me."
Wiele also offered a few words
about LUJE's director, saying, '"Fred
'Baby' Sturm is wonderful to work
with, despite his affiliation with the
Green Bay Packers."

"Las Meninas" premieres
Joy Manweiler
for The LawrentJan

The Theatre Arts Department
presents Antonio Buero Vallejo's
"Las leninas; A Fantasia in Two
Parts" this weekend. The play is
Vallejo's reaction to the famous
Diego Velazquez painting of the
same name. It is directed by Kathy
Privatt and features an all-star cast
of faces both familiar and new to the
Lawrence stage.
Lawrence alumni Emily RohmGilmore and Aaron Sherkow, who
both worked with Privatt on her production of "Smash" last winter term,
are back at LU for this production,
as costume designer and lighting
designer, respectively.
Julia Robinson, who is completing her senior project with this production, is the set designer. The
play will be presented in Stansbury
Theatre.
"Las Meninas" was written in
1960, and confronts the issue of
censorship in art through the life of
Diego Velazquez and his struggles
with authorities on the matter.
In the 17th century, Velazquez
was the Spanish court painter, but
he, along with all artists in Spain at
the time, could not paint anything
without permission.
He was put to trial for painting a
nude portrait of Venus. Vallejo uses
Velazquez's situation to question
when one should stand up for what
is right and when one should back
down to maintain a position in society, and in that way also maintain
influence.
This translation, by Marion Peter
Holt, has only been performed twice
in the l'.S.; the Lawrence production

marks the third.
Privatt has been lucky enough
to be in contact with Holt throughout her work with the script, and
shared some of his insight into the
"Fantasia" part of the title, which has
two meanings.
One meaning is "fantasy"; the
work is not nor is it meant to be
an accurate history of events in
Velazquez's life. The second is fantasia as a musical piece, as a theme
and variations.
Privatt and the rest of the cast
and crew have been working with
these two definitions, especially the
latter one, to create what will be performed this weekend.
"Las Meninas" is the first of three
plays from Spanish playwrights that
the Lawrence Theatre Department
will be performing this year in their
series titled "A Celebration of Great
Spanish Playwrights."
The series came about as a result
of a discussion between the three
directors of the plays, who wanted to
engage another department with the
theater this year.
Timothy X. Troy, who will
direct the spring term play "The
Knight from Olmedo," spoke with
the Spanish Department, which was
more than willing to collaborate.
Annette Thornton is the third
director involved; she will be working with Federico Garcia Lorca's
"Blood Wedding" during winter term
of this year.
Performances will be Thursday,
Nov. 15 through Saturday, Nov. 17
at 8 p.m., with a matinee on Sunday,
Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. Tickets are free
for Lawrence students, and may be
obtained at the Box Office located
next to Stansbury Theatre.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, November 16
"Beowulf'

"Mr. Magorium's Wonder
Fmporium"
"Eleven Men Out"
"Love in the Time of
Cholera"
"Margo~ at the Wedding"

DVD
Tuesday, November 20
"Hairspray''
"live Free or Die Hard"
"Rescue Dawn"
-saxita Clause 3: The Escape
Clause"
"Angel-A"
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Caribou creates pop bliss in "Andorra"
912,596/one million

instead of seeming fake or cheap
they come off as endearingly toyish.
Amidst the distortion and ambient
J.B. Sivanich
feedback that appears almost unnoStaff Writer
ticeably, their sounds blend into a
It's never too early to start think- cohesive whole. It's only, the piano
ing about the upcoming Christmas/ at the end of "Niobe," which is the
Hanukkah/ Kwanzaa holiday seaso.n. single token "organic" instrument
Fortunately, Dan Snaith, the man . besides Snaith's voi<:e and a drum
behind Caribou, has .created the . set that seems to stick out, soundperfect present, a pop· mini-master- • mg bnttle and dull agamst the drum
piece that i~ guaranteed to please. . machine-generated ambience.
"Andorra" grabs the listener from
. Due to this amb_1nous producthe opening two-note electronic riff. non style, that Snaith should be
of "Melody Day" and keeps the inter- commended Just on the basis of its
est level high until the ascending . brute consistency, "Andorra"_ ranks
synth line of "Niobe" that closes the up there with a select few Radiohead
album 40 or so minutes later.
albums and ma_ybe an Interpol track
At root, the nine tracks of or two as music that r~qurres mul"Andorra" are divided into . t~ee tiple listens before the bigger picture
types of songs, with each subgenre can be grasped. Each nme _I lisencompassing a perfect third of tened, whether _by effort _or acodent,
the album: upbeat rockers, slower I started to notice other mstruments
love songs and propulsive drawn- and harmorues I did not know were
out electronic jams. Luckily, Snaith there at first; I started disrnvenng
proves himself proficient in each patterns and rhythmic motives that
medium.
made listenmg to this record for the
whole first week so exciting (I think
Every song seems effortlessly
I listened nine straight times in the
structured for excellence. Melodic
first two days).
loops propel bridges, beats change
Classifying this record has its difaccording to sections and the level
ficulties. The term "pop" seems more
instrumentation rises and falls in
stylistic in nature than genre-definsuch an organic way, it seems as if
ing. Though most of the songs on the
Snaith found some magic formula
record use typical rock instrumentathat allows him to apply music to
tion (drums, bass, guitar/keyboards,
the law of gravity. There is a sense
voice) as their foundation, the record
of a push and pull, hold and release,
falls much easier under the umbrella
whether in terms of the album or
of electronica. Rhythm is applied
just within the individual songs that
in loops and sound organizes itself
is hard to distinguish as brilliantly
into layers. For every quick hook,
planned or happily stumbled upon.
there is a distorted ambience that
Whichever it is, it adds an emolazily remains for pre-determined
tional depth that is lacking in other
intervals. The sound evokes a laterecords that are so hook-oriented
'60s pyschedelia with its choice of
and "poppy" in general.
instrumentation and lyrical content
However good the structure is, it
that carries the upbeat and carefree
is the arrangements of each individimplied attitude - "Andorra" is defiual song that really make this record
nitely a CD designed for summer.
stand out. Many of the instruments
Though it's difficult to say, the
are generated from synthesizers but
best song on "Andorra" is probably

CARIBOU

Photo courtesy of Google images

one of the love ballads, "Desiree."
The song opens with just Snaith's
introverted voice and a simple chord
progression. Eventually, synthesized
flutes and strings add subtle flourishes before the harpsichord prechorus gives way to a lush chamber
orchestra chorus, propelled by a
melodic bass line and Snaith's voice
at its most raw as he repeats the
name "Desiree." The energy level
remains high, repeating the chorus
once more before ending in a minute-long outro of a repeated harp
loop that shifts between right and
left stereos and a descending organ
line.
The only real drawback of the
record is Snaith's lyrics. Most are ballads of puppy love as evidenced by
the titles "She's the One" "Desiree "
"Irene," "Sandy," with 'lyrics such

as, "Will she be waiting when I call
/ Will she be there?" Snaith's voice
remains quiet and reserved for most
of the record, and in some spots it
almost seems like he is whispering
the melody. This makes some of the
lyrics intelligible but with so many
layers of instrumentation going on,
most of the time it does not seem
to matter.
The sad fact is that "Andorra,"
due to its inability to be categorized
into a niche market and indie-label
publicity, will fall through the cracks
only to be fondly listed as one of the
best "forgotten" albums in future
issues of the Onion A.V. club. The
irony in that is that "Andorra," due
to its accessibility and pop sensibilities, could be truly enjoyed by
so many.

northsoutheastwest fails to impress
Matt Pflaum
Staff Writer

Music
Tuesday, November 20
Amy Winehouse
"Frank"
Sebastian Bach
"Angel Down"
Shaggy
"Intoxication"
Freeway
"Free At Last"
Seal
"System"

On
northsouthe astwest's
MySpace page, the band states that
its name spawned from "the inspirations and influences of each member
being gathered from a wide variety
of directions to form one unique
passionate sound."
Throughout its lackluster coffeehouse performance last Friday, I
kept thinking back to this description - specifically, their use of the
word "unique." Performing a bland
set of repetitive, aggressive rock
songs, "unique" couldn't have been
further from the truth.
The members of northsoutheastwest are unsigned, but have been
touring in support of their selfreleased EP "The Islands Are Still
Sinking," which came out in May
2006.
Even though I had listened to
each of the four samples on their
MySpace a handful of times prior
to the show, I had a difficult time
recognizing any of those songs live
due to the fact that they each carried
basically the same formula.
The guitarist would play a short
intro, and then the rest of the band
would join in with thundering power
chords as singer Brian Tombari
added his emo-tinged vocals. Most
of the songs were extremely loud
from beginning to end, and Tombari
displayed little range with his vocals.
This lack of change in dynamics

caused each song to blend into the
next.
These problems would be somewhat forgivable if their music was
well-written, or at least a worthy
example of the hard-rock genre.
Instead, the songs were devoid of
creativity, with the band failing to do
anything to distinguish themselves
from a generic Top 40 hard-rock
band.
They were also lacking in terms
of stage presence, saying little to
engage the crowd between songs
besides a failed attempt to get people to dance up front.
Despite my qualms with their
music, I cannot argue with northsoutheastwest's claim that they have
a "passionate sound."
They performed with confidence,
exhibiting that they are at least competent musicians. Still, it was hard to
judge how well they were capable of
playing due to the simplicity of their
songs and the lack of any sort of
guitar solos or extended instrumen- · ·
tal passages.
I should note that the music
they play is far removed from what I
Photo by Joy Manweiler
typically enjoy listening to. Someone Members of northsoutheastwest did not leave many in the audience crying for more.
who likes hard rock more than I
do might have at least found them
In addition to possessing more of their performance had filtered out
entertaining. But to these ears, there memorable songs, the members of by the end.
was little to appreciate.
Escalator Dance Party were able to
According to its MySpace, the
The mediocrity of the perfor- evoke a far more positive response band is playing its "final show"
mance was perhaps best demon- from the crowd.
November 27. I assume this means
strated by the fact that the coffeeIt also appeared that I was not they are breaking up afterwards.
house was considerably more packed alone in my lack of enjoyment of If their performance in the coffeefor Lawrence's own Escalator Dance the northsoutheastwest set: Many of house is any indication, that is not
Party, who opened the show.
those who had stayed for the start a major loss.
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Yikes, More Hockey hit with 2 losses against Adrian
Vikesl
Ted Greeley

StaffWriter

Dylan Fogel
for The Lawrentian

Who wants to be number one
in college football? Apparently no
one does. lSU is number one again
for the second time this season and
three other teams have taken turns
claiming to be the best. All have
fallen and many top ranked teams
continue to fall. Oregon is hot right
now at number two, but Kansas is
undefeated at number three with
games left against Missouri and
Oklahoma. If Kansas finishes undefeated, they belong number one and
in the national championship game.
Period.
Major League Baseball's free
agency period started and guess
what? No one wants to pay Alex
Rodriguez $3 50 million. Weird how
that works. If he were to get paid
that much, he'd be making more
money than six different teams are
worth. He is great and everyone
knows that. But his agent Scott Boras
is a complete idiot, and so Alex
Rodriguez now looks like a complete
idiot. He isn't worth $350 million
unless he comes with a World Series
ring attached. Until that happens,
he can deal with ONLY making $200
million or so. Get over yourself and
start realizing that the really famous
athletes, the ones that everyone love
are the ones that win for their team.
Or better yet, the ones that actually
play for a team and not themselves.
Or perhaps the players who aren't
just mercenaries, going from team to
team looking for more money. Grow
up Ale,x Rodriguez.
The Chicago Bulls are 1-5. How
about Kobe Bryant? The Bulls point
guard Kirk Hinrich has a 2-1 turnover-assist ratio. Whoops. Isn't
he supposed to be more mature
and more experienced this year?
Shouldn't the Bulls be doing better?
What was all this talk about Loul
Deng being the next Kobe? Bulls fans
are not as patient as Cubs fans, and
we want to win. I'm tired of waiting
for this team to grow up and mature
and get experience. It's about talent
and desire, and however big of an
jerk Kobe Bryant is, he's got both. He
wants to win and I think he could do
it in Chicago.
How 'bout those Miami Dolphins?
The only winless team left in the NFL
now after the Rams defeated the New
Orleans Saints lost to Buffalo by a
field goal, even though their running
back had 13 5 yards on the ground.
Close doesn't cut it in professional
sports, though, and the Dolphins
are not even close. With games coming up against the Eagles and the
Patriots the last month of the season
is going to be stressful for them to
get a win. No team has ever gone 016. It is unlikely to happen, because
the parity in the NFL says that no one
should be as bad as they are, yet they
continue their futile ways.
On the flip side of that, the
Patriots aren't going to go undefeated either. I'm a Patriots fan and
it's just not going to happen. Yes,
they beat the Colts in Indianapolis. I
personally think that Adam Vinatieri
was just saying, "Thank you for
three rings!" by missing that 29-yard
kick. The Colts outplayed and out
hustled them the entire game. Yes,
Tom Brady had a great fourth quarter. Thank god, because the rest of
the game was just pitiful to watch.
Joseph Addai ran on their "vaunted"
defense like he was back on a high
school field. Yes, the Patriots are
good. Undefeated though? No way.

The men's hockey team traveled
to Adrian, Mich. this past weekend to
take on the Adrian College Bulldogs.
The Yikes lost both games; 9-2 on
Friday and a closely fought 4-3 game
on Saturday.
The Bulldogs are a new edition
to the MCHA and Division ill hockey
this season. Predicted to finish second in the MCHA, the Bulldogs were
a test for the Vikings.
From the drop of the puck on
Friday night, it was evident the
Vikings weren't going to bring their
best game. At 1:18 of the first period, the Vikings gave up a goal.
After another Adrian goal, Jon Sacks
chipped the puck past Bulldogs'
goaltender, Brad Fogal, to make the
score 2-1 at 8:46 of the first. That
would be as close as the Vikings got
for the rest of the game. Adrian followed up Sacks' goal with three more
goals in the first period.
The second period started with
the score 5-1 Adrian. Adrian added

another goal and then Josh Peterson
scored on a 5-3 power play with a
shot under the cross bar at 14:42.
The Vikings out shot the Bulldogs
in the second period 8 to 7. Adrian
added three more goals in the third
period to end the game with a 9-2
victory.
Evan Johnson started the game
for the Vikings in goal and rnade 7
saves. Riley Stank came in after the
first to make 16 saves. Brad Fogal
made 24 stops for the Bulldogs.
Saturday night the Vikings
looked to rebound after a tough loss
the night before. Evan Johnson got
the start for the Yikes in goal, and it
was evident he was ready to play.
Johnson turned away 35 pucks
on the night, but it would not be
enough. At 12:21 of the first, Adrian
took their first lead of the night with
a power play goal.
The Vikings responded with a
power play goal of their own at 17:21
of the first. Josh DeSmit came down
on the right side of the net, moved
around a defenseman with a move

to his backhand, and put the puck
top-shelf. The first period would end
with ones on the board.
The second period started with
a flurry for the Bulldogs. Adam Krug
scored two goals in less than a
minute to give Adrian a 3-1 lead
two minutes into the period. Nick
Jennette would bring the game back
to one at 12:39 on a shot on a
rebound kicked out after Marc Howe
drove to the net.
The third period remained scoreless until 13:24 when Adam Krug
completed his hat trick. The Vikings
would respond at 15:40, when Billy
Siers put a shot on net and followed
up on the rebound. He put the puck
past Bryan Scott, the Adrian goaltender, with a one handed shot, and the
game ended at a respectable score
of 4-3.

Lawrence University
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Lawrence
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Lawrence
UW-River Falls
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37
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Lawrence .
Adrian

3
4

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
Nov. 14, 2007

Men's Cross Country Regionals

Women's basketball opens
with scrimmage at Concordia
Ted Greeley
StaffWriter

The LU women's basketball team
scrimmaged Concordia this past
Saturday. It was the first chance for
the Yikes to test their skills against
another team. The scrimmage consisted of two 20-minute halves.
Each half was started with zeroes
on the board. The Yikes dropped
both of the mini games, in close
contests. The goal of this scrimmage
was not to win, although that surely
would have been nice. The Yikes
were looking to get a feel for the
upcoming season.
The team got a look at how they
would need to play in their upcoming tournament at North Central
College and how they can challenge
each other during practices. The
Yikes also got a chance to work on
their triangle offense.
This is the first season that
the Vikings have used this offense

1be LawreDl:e Unlverslty football team 1ost·a hard f()Ught game
over the weekend to Nacalester by a
score of 37-30. Lawrm.ce bad a 2~9
lead at one JdDt In the third quarter, but couldn't hold on for the win
as Macalester scored a touchdown
with only 10 seconds rematnmg.
The Vikings offensive attack
was led by juniors Craig Ebert and
Derek Micke. Ebert rushed 26 times
for 150 yards and a touchdown
while Micke caught 8 passes for 119
yards and two scores.
The Vikings finished their
season with a record of 4-6, one
game behind their 5-5 mark of a
year before. Six LU football players were named to the All-Midwest
Conference Team this week. Derek

and they welcomed the chance to
practice it. Coach Walsh also got the
chance to try different player combinations on the floor, look at the
talent of the new players, and see
where improvements are needed.
The scrimmage was also an
opportunity to get a feel for a new
style of NCAA basketball. The NCAA
has decided to enforce rules more
strictly throughout the season. Rules
which had been overlooked are now
being enforced, to the dissatisfaction of some of the players. "It was
a good chance for us to see the new
rules and see how the games
are going to be called," said
Senior Captain Kelly Mulcahy.
"It was a good all-around learning experience for the team, and
it will give us something to build
on," said Jenny Stoner. The Vikings
head to North Central College this
weekend to play in the North Central
Tournament. The Yikes will tip-off
at 2:00 p.m. on Friday.

The Lawrence University Men's Cross Country
Team does a fine job of packing it up at the Midwest
Regionals Championships in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Above: Dave Golub, Russell Geisthardt, Dylan ReedMaxfield, and Mark Sprtel; Inset Corey J. Lehnert and
Daniel Moeller.

Micke ('09) and Matt Frelich ('10) injured or off-campus.
were named to the second team.
Junior Jason Smoniewski led
Jack Peters ('08), Jeremy Reider the Men's Foil squad, along with fel('09), Kevin Penza ('10), and Kyle low junior Bryce Schuler and Alex
Gauthier ('11) all received honor- Kaeding. They beat 7 out of ten
able mentions for their performanc- schools, including Northwestern, in
es this season. F.ach has taken on a series of extraordinary bouts.
new, more demanding roles this
The Men's Sabre squad,
season, excelUng in each position. comprised of sophomore Peter
The Yikes elided their season with Kilkuskie and freshmen Alex Chee,
a 4-6 record overall (4-5 in confer- · Brad Bodee and Frederick Breslow,
ence play).
posted a 5-5 record They defeated
Congratulations to the LU foot- UW Madison, Illinois, Iowa, Purdue
ball team and these 6 exemplar and Minnesota.
members for a great season.

The Fmdng Team competed at
the Northwestern University Duals,
on November 3-4.
Senior Alice Schoen, with teammates Melanie Kathan and freshman
Dorothea Schurr, led the Women's
Foil squad to victory. The women
beat 8 out of ten teams, including teams from Purdue, Michigan
State, University of Chicago and
UW Madison. The Women's Epee
squad was represented by junior
Chiara Terzuolo and sophomore
Meg Bonham. They beat 3 out of
ten schools. Women's Sabre did
not compete due to members being

The Lawrence swim team had
a very successful weekend as both
the men's and women's teams beat
UW-River Falls. The men took care
of River Falls 124-93, while the
women beat River Falls 128-93.
Winning events for the Vikings
were Taylor Brengel (100-yard backstroke, 100 freestyle), Nick Johnson
(100 breaststroke, 200 IM), Kyle
Griffin (500 freestyle, 1,000 freestyle), Hayley Vatch (500 freestyle,
1,000 freestyle), Julia Ziege (100
backstroke, 200 freestyle), and
Rebecca Hamlyn (100 butterfly, 200
IM).

Men's Basketball
The Lawrence Men's basketball team's scrimmage this past

Saturday consisted of two 20-minute halves and then a ten-minute third half to keep the players
fresh over the long weekend break
and showcase their skills to the
Lawrence community. Everyone
showed bustle in the new, more uptempo system. This is something
to look for from Lawrence in their
next games against Dominican this
Friday and Concordia on Saturday.
In the scrimmage, the team ran a lot
of ball screens and relied heavily on
three pointers. Senior guard Dylan
Fogel commented that "we should
be able to wear teams out by throwing 10-12 guys at them, instead of
the usual 7-9.• Lawrence will also
be running two point guards at
teams for a faster paced game with
talented and affective ball handlers.
The first home game is on January
12th against Ripon, but the Yikes
play a testing schedule before the
Red Hawks. The game on December
8 against Steven's Point is a heavily
anticipated match up as well are the
MWC openers at Lake Forest and
Monmouth College on November 30
and December 1.

